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at 150 mph, similar to the VoloConnect. Joby’s piloted, four-passenger tiltprop eVTOL, the S4, is a
higher-performance vehicle with a speed of 150 mph and range of 200 mi. Both Archer and Joby ...
Volocopter Goes Bigger, Faster, Farther With VoloConnect eVTOL
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That's why for its fourth test flight, the Ingenuity team wants to push the machine's performance
envelope on Mars by flying farther over more rocks and craters and going faster than it ever had.
NASA wants to go farther and faster for fourth Mars helicopter flight
Fearsome and powerful, hurricanes can wreak massive destruction when they hit land. But while
most hurricanes then weaken, others can strengthen again into extratropical cyclones and caused
further ...
Scientists expose the cold heart of landfalling hurricanes
With access granted for the first time ever, "Sunday Morning" visited the company's secret
technology facility near Seattle to observe how high-tech tools are being used to aid human
workers.
Meet the robots inside Amazon's fulfillment centers
Never before had a spacecraft conducted a controlled, powered flight on another planet. Then on
Thursday, Ingenuity flew even higher - 16 feet - and moved sideways for the first time. Sunday's
flight ...
NASA's Ingenuity helicopter flew faster and farther than ever before in its third aerial
adventure over Mars
Image: Intel Intel revealed new additions to its 11th-gen mobile processor lineup as part of this
year’s virtual Computex show. The processors are based on Intel’s Evo platform and feature
integrated ...
Intel Beefs Up 11th-Gen Laptop Processors With Better Graphics and Faster Wifi
A material with a disordered rock salt structure could help make batteries safer, faster-charging,
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and able to store more energy.
A Cousin of Table Salt Could Make Energy Storage Faster and Safer
Louis Menand’s “The Free World” is a 700-plus-page intellectual history of the Cold War period that
traces the opening of the American mind to new ideas in art, literature, politics, music, foreign ...
The Freeing of the American Mind
The Lenovo Legion 5 Pro makes a lot of things seem easy. At its core, it’s a gaming laptop that
plays games very well. But it also has a wonderfully expansive 16-inch QHD (technically WQXGA,
since ...
The Legion 5 Pro is Lenovo’s best gaming laptop yet
Unsure about whether the Apple Watch Series 6 is the best smartwatch for you? Read our apple
watch review and we'll answer that question!
Apple Watch Series 6 review: Still the best smartwatch for iPhone users
Vaccine supplies have eclipsed demand in New Mexico even as the state makes a hard push toward
meeting a key vaccination goal Thursday.
The Latest: Vaccine supplies in New Mexico eclipse demand
The medium-sized bird can actually travel 354 miles (570 kilometres) on an average day, but it's
also capable of going much farther and faster ... speeds substantially higher than predicted. ' ...
Swifts fly faster and futher than previously thought, scientists say
(Inside Science) -- When you first hear it ... The louder the male's song, the farther it will travel, and
the more females he can call in. As a result, the songs of annual species are often ...
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How to Speak Cicada
Investors are anticipating the consumer price inflation reading for May to accelerate from an
already multi-year high. A rally in shares of so-called meme stock AMC resumed. US stocks mostly
moved ...
US stocks move lower as investors see hotter inflation and higher rates on the horizon
The Tokyo Olympics are on! Now is the time to learn about the athletes and sports the whole world
will soon be watching.
The Tokyo Olympics Are On! Here are the Athletes and Events You Can’t Miss
Disney plans to restart fireworks shows at its theme parks in Florida and California in the latest
move by the company to ease up on pandemic restrictions implemented last year. The company
said ...
The Latest: Disney plans to restart fireworks shows at parks
Zacks.com announces the list of stocks featured in the Analyst Blog. Every day the Zacks Equity
Research analysts discuss the latest news and events impacting stocks and the financial markets.
Stocks ...
The Zacks Analyst Blog Highlights: NVIDIA, Target, Lam Research, Alphabet and Intuitive
Surgical
In early May, on a track in Walnut, Calif., Noah Lyles experienced an unfamiliar feeling while he
achieved a familiar result. Lyles chased down Kenny Bednarek in the final of the 200 meters at the
...
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Noah Lyles enters the U.S. Olympic track and field trials with a higher purpose and a big
challenge
They provide the same personal mobility convenience as a bicycle, yet use an electric motor to help
riders travel faster, farther ... designed for longevity. The higher build quality and more ...
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